
WINTER HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT CLASS – NURSERY SESSION – 2021-22 

• Use A-4 size white or coloured sheets to do all the activities. 

• Parents are requested to submit 5 sheets duly wrapped in newspaper with name and class indicated on the front on the 

day of P.T.M. i.e., 8th Jan 2022. 

 

1. A cactus is a plant that grows mostly in the deserts. Draw the outlines of the given picture with sketch pens and colour it. Then paste  

    matchsticks to complete the picture.                       
 



2. Tomato is a fruit eaten as a vegetable. Draw the outlines with sketch pen and colour the leaves with green and stalk with brown 

colour. Then paste red colour bindis inside the tomato. 
 



3. Draw the leaves, grass and the bodies of butterflies and colour them with oil pastels. Then dip your thumb in different poster 

colours and put thumb impressions to complete the picture. Put dots of colours wherever necessary. 
 



4. Draw the caterpillar and leaves with black sketch pen. Colour the leaves green and paste different colour buttons to complete the  

    picture. 
 



5. Draw the outlines of sheep with sketch pen. Take small pieces of cotton and paste them on their bodies. Colour the grass green with 

oil pastels. 
 



WINTER HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 
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 Parents are requested to submit 5 sheets duly wrapped in newspaper with name and class indicated on the front on the day of 

P.T.M. i.e., 8th Jan 2022. 

 UseA-4 size white or coloured sheets to do all the activities. 

 

1. Draw the given picture with sketch pen and colour it with oil pastels. Dip an earbud in white poster colour and put the 

impressions to complete the picture ofsnowfall. 



2. Take four ice-cream sticks and colour them with any poster colour. Stick them on anorigami sheet of any colour. Make some 

designs on the sticks and the origami sheet.Whenyour fish isreadypaste itonablue pastelsheet. 
 



 
 

3. Draw the given picture with sketch pen and colour it. Decorate the tree and the tortoise with colour full buttons. 
 



4. Draw the birds with black sketch pen. Dip your thumb in different poster coloursandput theimpressionsto complete thepicture. 
 

 



 

5. The giraffe is the tallest land animal. Draw the given picture with sketch pen and colour it. Take brown glaze paper or any  

brown paper and tear it into tiny pieces. Paste them on the giraffe. 

 


